Students’ Testimony (2017-18)
Post Graduate Diploma in Human Resource Management opened opportunities and platforms for
me to deliver what I am best at. Being a student at LIVE is unique in its own right. The studies
are perfectly balanced with extra-curricular activities to achieve overall development of the
students. The professors are all industrial experts and are able to provide excellent industrial
experience with practical aided learning. The classroom teaching, expert lectures, field visits and
other co-curricular activities have developed my knowledge immensely.

Poojitha Pradeep

17-PGDHRM -08
Good platform to develop our knowledge and get innovative ideas to start our fresh career in
Logistics at reputed multinational companies!

Lokesh
17-PGDLSM-21

Travel and Tourism Management Course at LIVEgives the practical exposures as the Faculty
members are from Industries and it is an added value! I am privileged to be a part of LIVE
Loyola; it is a great platform to be initiated to travel and tourism field.

.
Akshaya
17-DTTM-03
Visual Communication Courseat LIVE equips each student to channelize their passion and
provides them with various opportunities. The faculty members are very much experienced and
knowledgeable. It has given me a huge courage and confidence to face the media industry.

Jaiyson
17-DLVC-12
It’s a perfect place to learn the entire workflow of Film making in a short span of time and paves
a way for budding film makers to explore the classics of world cinema.

Deepak Raj
17-DFM-16

Studying Film Editing at LIVE has helped me to mould my passion for the art professionally,
and has helped bring the best out of me. My experience in learning under professionals in
various fields is something I cannot expect to find elsewhere. The skills, knowledge, and
exposure about the industry learnt here, have helped me understand and face the world of media
with confidence.

Varun
(17-DFE-09)
I'm very happy to be a student of LIVE. At first, I was blank but LIVE guided me in the path to
become a camera woman. Learning camera was my dream and it happened here. I have molded
my skills in such a way that I feel that I can do my best. Thank you LIVEfor giving me such
good motivation and experience.

SreeCithra
17-DCY-06
The methodology of Training German language was really good. I learnt a lot on how to
masterthe language. The trainer was well versed in German. So, he was at his best in teaching us.
The course was good.

KaviyaVinithra
(17-GERA1-08)

The CAT classes undertaken in Loyola LIVE were interactive; I have gained knowledge in all
the sessions. The faculty who has handled the first section, the verbal, made it interesting and
interactive.The scheduling of sessions was good. We had enough time to relax and get focused
for the next session. Classrooms were very comfortable. Overall it was a good experience being
a part of Loyola LIVE.

Pujitha Sai
17-CAT-06

